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ABSTRACT

Off-line hand written signature verification performs at the global level of image. It processes the gray level information in the image using statistical texture features. The textures and co-occurrence matrix are analyzed for features extraction. A first order histogram is also processed to reduce different writing ink pens used by signers. Samples of signature are trained with SVM model where random and skilled forgeries have been used for testing. Experimental results are performed on two databases: MCYT-75 and GPDS Synthetic Signature Corpus.
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INTRODUCTION

Biometric automatic identification or authentication of particular person is essentially a concerning debate in today’s society. Biometric based on proof of identity plays a vital role in field of security. It authenticates the individual through pattern recognition based system. Biometrics is classified as behavioural or physical. Behavioural biometrics includes voice, signature pattern, keystroke etc. whereas physical characteristic includes iris, retina, palm geometry. Signature recognition is major issue in the research field of biometric (Jabin & Zareen, 2015). Signatures are treated as image having certain patterns of pixels that belongs to a particular person. In verification problem, we concerned about a signature belongs to a particular person or not i.e. whether it is genuine or forged. Signature is generally classified in two categories of verification based system: online and offline signature. Offline signature verification only static feature of signatures is considered. Acquisition of signature images in offline methods are done through scanner or camera. In case of online signature verification dynamic features are measured i.e. direction, time, speed, minimum or maximum pressure etc. which uses digitizing tablet to collect signature information. Based on the knowledge of the forger about the signature and signer, forgery can be broadly classified into three types such as: random, simple...
and skilled (Diaz-Cabrera, Morales, & Ferrer, 2014); Rico-Juan & Iñesta, 2012). The forgeries are posing a major threat for certification and validation of a person through signature. Out of these three forgeries random forgery is simple to identify, the forger is unaware about the name and pattern of the signature of a person. In case of simple forgery, the forger is aware about the name but not the signature pattern. In skilled forgery, forger has knowledge of both name and pattern of signature and well-practiced. Therefore, it is difficult to verify the signature either genuine or forgery. In offline, different features are extracted from the post-processing of input signature which is subsequently applied for verification. The performance of the proposed approach is demonstrated on two standard international databases. Experimental results on both databases indicate that the efficiency of the proposed method, which provides better results in discriminating random and skilled forgeries signatures (Al-Omari, Abdullah, & Omar, 2011). This paper is systematized as follows. Section II presents the databases that we used in our experimental results. Section III presents our proposed method and deals with the brief explanation of feature extraction process (First order histogram and Co-occurrence matrix approach). Section IV presents classification model. Section V provides the evaluation protocol having subsection as performance measure and experimental results and conclusion is provided in section VI.

**Database**

We have used GPDS and MCYT databases for testing the projected texture and gray level based features. Database has been scanned at 600 dpi having sufficient gray texture demonstration. The major modifications between these databases are use of pens. In MCYT all the signers, genuine and forger are signed with the same pen while in GPDS all the signers signed with their own pens. So, our experimental results will point to evaluate ink independence of the proposed features on both databases (Malik et al., 2013).

**MCYT Corpus**

Database used in experiment is collected from MCYT-75 offline signature (Frias-Martinez, Sanchez, & Velez, 2006; Vargas, Ferrer, Travieso, & Alonso, 2011). Each signature is signed using a WAMCOM Intuous inking pen. Database contains 75 users in which every user has 15 genuine and 15 forgery signature samples. The forgery signature is the mixture of random, simple and skilled forgeries. Some samples of MCYT database is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Original Signature</th>
<th>Skilled Forgery</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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